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Classic Laser Puzzle Game Aargon Finally Arrives on the iPad
Published on 02/11/13
Bonfab Technologies and Twilight Games today introduce Aargon Lasers 1.0, their new
classic laser puzzle game for iPad. Aargon Lasers brings to the iPad all 240 puzzles from
the PC version plus the added freedom to attempt any level and automatic saving of current
progress. Based on the science of optics and light, the seemingly simple goal of directing
colored lasers using various play pieces such as mirrors, prisms, and refractors, belies
the fiendish challenge to complete a difficult level.
Montreal, Canada - Bonfab Technologies and Twilight Games today are thrilled to announce
the worldwide release of Aargon Lasers for the iPad, available on the Apple App Store.
Aargon Lasers is a modern version of the perennially popular puzzle game Aargon, now
enhanced by a touch interface. Based on the science of optics and light, the seemingly
simple goal of directing colored lasers using various play pieces such as mirrors, prisms,
and refractors, belies the fiendish challenge to complete a difficult level.
Faithful fans of this now-classic brain game have been playing it for over 10 years. The
current generation of so-called brain training games that are said to enhance cognitive
reasoning and increase memory are part of a long tradition of games that are won by
smarts, not fast reflexes.
"Many Aargon fans have spoken and they wanted to play Aargon on their iPads," said a
spokesperson for Bonfab Technologies. "We're really excited that putting Aargon on the
iPad also exposes the game to a whole new audience."
Aargon Lasers brings to the iPad all 240 puzzles from the PC version of Aargon Deluxe plus
the added freedom to attempt any level and automatic saving of current progress. There are
now versions of Aargon for PC, Mac, iPhone, iPad, Palm and Pocket PC.
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 3.2 or later
* 7.4 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Aargon Lasers 1.0 is $9.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Games category.
Bonfab Technologies:
http://bonfab.com
Twilight Games:
http://www.twilightgames.com
Aargon Lasers 1.0:
http://bonfab.com/aargon/
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/aargon-lasers/id597239604
Media Assets:
http://www.bonfab.com/aargon-lasers/press/
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Bonfab Technologies are the developers of Aargon and Space Babies games for iPhone.
Twilight Games are the developers of Aargon Deluxe, Beetle Bomp, Spirit Soup, Space Taxi
2, Mahjongg Variations and many other titles for Windows, Mac, iOS and other systems. All
Material and Software (C) 2000-2013 Bonfab Technologies Inc. and Twilight Games / All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks
may be the property of their respective owners.
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